
CHAPTER 3 

PARAMETER AND RETURN TYPES 
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OBJECTIVES 

After completing “Parameter and Return Types,” you will be able to: 

 Bind various types of request content to Java method 
parameters, using JAX-RS annotations: 

 Query parameters 

 Form parameters 

 Path parameters 

 Headers, cookies, and matrix parameters 

 Bind a method’s return type to response body content. 

 Establish control over the MIME types that are accepted and 
returned by your service methods. 
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Defining Inputs to Service Methods 

 Originally, the mode for REST interaction was 

 HTTP query parameters in 

 XML out in the response body 

 REST usage has broadened considerably, to embrace just about 
any combination of input and output styles that can be 
managed under standard HTTP. 

 And JAX-RS supports all those combinations. So we will 
consider most of them in this chapter, before devoting the next 
chapter to XML content specifically. 

 A JAX-RS service method can define any number of 
parameters. 

 All, or all but one, of those parameters must be annotated to 
inform JAX-RS as to how to provide a value for it. 

 The one not annotated, if present, is known as an entity, and is 
implicitly bound to the request body. 

 This is the part we’ll talk about in the next chapter. 
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Simple Parameter Types 

 Non-entity parameters may be of the following types: 

 Any Java primitive1 

 Any Java class for which there is a constructor that takes a single 
parameter of type String – note that this includes String itself 

 Any Java class for which there is a static method valueOf or 
fromString that takes a single parameter of type String and 
returns an instance of the class – note that this includes the 
boxing types (Integer, Long, etc.) and any enumerated type 

 A List, Set, or SortedSet of some other supported type 

 Parsing of input content is strict. 

 For example, floating-point content set where an integer is 
expected will fail to be parsed – not simply be trimmed to the 
integral part of the number, but rejected whole. 

 Indeed, pass an integer where a double is expected, and this too 
will fail if you don’t include a decimal point and following zero in 
the representation. 

                                                       
1 The reference implementation (Jersey) does not support char. 
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The Parameter Annotations 

 Bind HTTP inputs of various types – all basically name-value 
pairs – to Java method parameters using specific annotations. 

 These are shown below, along with examples of request content 
that they would absorb correctly: 

@Path("URLPattern/{x}") 
public void foo (@PathParam("x") int numberX) 
GET /MyService/URLPattern/56 HTTP/1.1 
 
public void foo (@QueryParam("x") int numberX) 
GET /MyService/URL?x=56 HTTP/1.1 
 
public void foo (@MatrixParam("x") int numberX) 
GET /MyService/URL;x=56 HTTP/1.1 
 
public void foo (@HeaderParam("x") int numberX) 
GET /MyService/URL HTTP/1.1 
x: 56 
 
public void foo (@CookieParam("x") int numberX) 
GET /MyService/URL HTTP/1.1 
Cookie: x=56 
 
public void foo (@FormParam("x") int numberX) 
POST /MyService/URL HTTP/1.1 
 
x=56 
 

 As you can imagine, @FormParam is limited to HTTP POSTs. 

 The others might be used with GET, POST, PUT, or DELETE. 
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Accepting Input 

 Back to our old stomping grounds: Examples/Basic offers one 
more root resource class, which is dedicated to experiments 
with parameter types. See src/cc/jaxrs/Hello.java: 

 Several methods draw the same value in six different ways: 
@Path("") 
public class Hello 
{ 
  ... 
  @GET @Path("Query") 
  public String getQuery  
    (@QueryParam("name") String name) { ... } 
   
  @GET @Path("Path/{name}") 
  public String getPath  
    (@PathParam("name") String name) { ... } 
   
  @GET @Path("Matrix") 
  public String getMatrix  
    (@MatrixParam("name") String name) { ... } 
 
   
  @POST @Path("Form") 
  public String getForm  
    (@FormParam("name") String name) { ... } 
   
  @GET @Path("Header") 
  public String getHeader  
    (@HeaderParam("name") String name) { ... } 
   
  @GET @Path("Cookie") 
  public String getCookie  
    (@CookieParam("name") String name) { ... } 
 
  ... 

EXAMPLE
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Accepting Input 

 Typical input to these methods is found in HTTP/Params.txt: 
GET /@ROOT@/REST/Query?name=query%20parameter  
  HTTP/1.1 
---- 
GET /@ROOT@/REST/Path/path%20parameter HTTP/1.1 
---- 
GET /@ROOT@/REST/Matrix;name=matrix%20parameter  
  HTTP/1.1 
---- 
POST /@ROOT@/REST/Form HTTP/1.1 
 
name=form%20parameter 
---- 
GET /@ROOT@/REST/Header HTTP/1.1 
name: header parameter 
---- 
GET /@ROOT@/REST/Cookie HTTP/1.1 
Cookie: name=cookie parameter 
 

 You can build and test this script now, and then we’ll review 
other parts of the application: 

ant 
TestHTTP HTTP/Params.txt 
Hello, query parameter! 
Hello, path parameter! 
Hello, matrix parameter! 
Hello, form parameter! 
Hello, header parameter! 
Hello, cookie parameter! 

EXAMPLE
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Accepting Input 

 All of the methods in the next part of Hello.java take query 
parameters – but they vary the parameter type: 

  @GET @Path("Query/byte") 
  public String getQuery  
    (@QueryParam("number") byte number) { ... } 
 
  @GET @Path("Query/short") 
  public String getQuery  
    (@QueryParam("number") short number) { ... } 
 
  @GET @Path("Query/int") 
  public String getQuery  
    (@QueryParam("number") int number) { ... } 
 
  @GET @Path("Query/long") 
  public String getQuery  
    (@QueryParam("number") long number) { ... } 
 
  @GET @Path("Query/float") 
  public String getQuery  
    (@QueryParam("number") float number) { ... } 
 
  @GET @Path("Query/double") 
  public String getQuery  
    (@QueryParam("number") double number) { ... } 
 
  @GET @Path("Query/boolean") 
  public String getQuery  
    (@QueryParam("flag") boolean flag) { ... } 
 
  public enum Answer { YES, NO, MAYBE }; 
  @GET @Path("Query/enum") 
  public String getQuery  
    (@QueryParam("answer") Answer answer) { ... } 

EXAMPLE
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Accepting Input 

 Find sample input in HTTP/Types.txt: 
GET /@ROOT@/REST/Query/byte?number=42 HTTP/1.1 
---- 
GET /@ROOT@/REST/Query/short?number=42 HTTP/1.1 
---- 
GET /@ROOT@/REST/Query/int?number=42 HTTP/1.1 
---- 
GET /@ROOT@/REST/Query/long?number=42 HTTP/1.1 
---- 
GET /@ROOT@/REST/Query/float?number=4.2 HTTP/1.1 
---- 
GET /@ROOT@/REST/Query/double?number=4.2 HTTP/1.1 
---- 
GET /@ROOT@/REST/Query/boolean?flag=true HTTP/1.1 
---- 
GET /@ROOT@/REST/Query/enum?answer=MAYBE HTTP/1.1 
... 
 

 Run this script to see the responses – along with those to some 
additional requests we’ve yet to discuss: 

TestHTTP HTTP/Types.txt 
Hello, 42! 
Hello, 42! 
Hello, 42! 
Hello, 42! 
Hello, 4.2! 
Hello, 4.2! 
Hello, true! 
Hello, MAYBE! 

EXAMPLE
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Accepting Input 

 Finally the class works with String-convertible types, and with 
collections. 

 We’ve already seen the valueOf approach work for an enum. 

 What about a class that has no valueOf, fromString, or String 
constructor – such as java.util.Date? 

 We can adapt such a type by defining our own String-convertible 
class DateAdapter, which can be converted implicitly and then 
can give us the Date that it parsed: 

  public static class DateAdapter 
  { 
    private Date date; 
   
    public DateAdapter (String text) 
    { 
      try 
      { 
        date = new SimpleDateFormat  
          ("M/d/yy").parse (text); 
      } 
      catch (ParseException ex) { ... } 
    } 
     
    public Date getDate () 
    { 
      return date; 
    } 
  } 

EXAMPLE
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Accepting Input 

 Now we can use this type as a JAX-RS parameter, and pull the 
value out of it in our service method: 

  @GET @Path("Query/Date") 
  public String getQuery  
    (@QueryParam("date") DateAdapter adapter)  
  { 
    return greet ("" + adapter.getDate ()); 
  } 
 

 The last two methods receive collections of strings: 
  @GET @Path("Query/List") 
  public String getQuery  
    (@QueryParam("names") List<String> names) {...} 
 
  @GET @Path("Query/Set") 
  public String getQuery  
    (@QueryParam("names") Set<String> names) {...} 

EXAMPLE
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Accepting Input 

 The remainder of HTTP/Types.txt shows input to these three 
remaining service methods: 

GET /@ROOT@/REST/Query/Date?date=10/10/10 HTTP/1.1 
---- 
GET /@ROOT@/REST/Query/List 
  ?names=Abbot&names=Abbot&names=Costello HTTP/1.1 
---- 
GET /@ROOT@/REST/Query/Set 
  ?names=Abbot&names=Abbot&names=Costello HTTP/1.1 
 

 The remainder of the output from the test you just performed 
shows the response content for each: 

Hello, Sun Oct 10 00:00:00 EDT 2010! 
Hello, 3 people! 
Hello, 2 unique people! 

EXAMPLE
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The @DefaultValue Annotation 

 Any failure to parse an input will result in the parameter being 
given whatever is the default value for its type: false for 
boolean, zero for numbers, etc. 

 But, any parameter can carry the @DefaultValue annotation. 

 This lets you set your preferred default value. 

 This value will be used whenever the expected input is missing – 
or when it is present but parsing fails. 

public void foo  
  (@QueryParam("x") @DefaultValue("1") int numberX) 
GET /MyService/URL?x=56 HTTP/1.1 
 

 A quick example of this is found in 
Examples/Ellipsoid/Step2. 

 See src/cc/math/EllipsoidResource.java: 
  @GET 
  @Path("Classify") 
  public String getType  
  ( 
    @QueryParam("a") @DefaultValue("1.0") double a, 
    @QueryParam("b") @DefaultValue("1.0") double b, 
    @QueryParam("c") @DefaultValue("1.0") double c 
  ) 
 

 Notice, and remember, that the type of the value element on 
this annotation is String – not Object. 

 So, don’t try to give a Java-native representation of your value. 

 Rather, emplace it as a quoted string, and understand that it will be 
parsed just as if it had been provided in the actual request. 
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Constructor Initialization 

 For completeness,  we should also consider the option of 
defining a constructor whose parameters are JAX-RS-
annotated. 

 It is possible to initialize the request-handling object in this 
way: 

 Define fields on the class that correspond to various parameters. 

 Define a constructor that can initialize these fields. 

 Annotate the constructor parameters as you would the 
parameters on a sub-resource method. 

 Write your sub-resource method to work with the fields, in lieu of 
accepting parameters of its own. 

 Why do this? 

 You can centralize your parameter bindings, where many 
methods on a resource class process input in the same way but do 
different things with it. 

 You can also centralize any initialization logic that depends on 
those parameter values. 

 It may seem likely to perform poorly, but see below. 

 A few notes and limitations: 

 This only works for the once-per-request lifecycle – and in that 
case there is little or no performance difference, since both the 
constructor and the sub-resource method will have to be called in 
both styles 

 @FormParam can’t be used. 
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Return Types 

 JAX-RS treats return types rather differently from parameters. 

 This is to be expected, since HTTP is largely symmetrical in the 
capabilities of request and response messages. 

 Java is asymmetrical in that methods can accept any number of 
parameters but can have only one return type. 

 The return type of a JAX-RS service method may be 

 void, resulting in an HTTP 204 (no content) response 

 Response, a JAX-RS class that allows the programmer to provide 
response content and other metadata, including HTTP headers 

 GenericEntity, another JAX-RS type whose job it is to represent 
type-parameter information for a generic entity type (think 
List<MyClass>) at runtime 

 A valid entity type – that is to say, any other Java class will be 
perceived as an entity by JAX-RS and converted by the same 
mechanism used for entity parameters 

 String may seem to be a special case. But in fact it is a valid 
entity type, whose representation is simply the string content. 

 The most interesting return types are entities, and we’ll work 
with those in the next chapter. 

 But we have seen one example already, which is the getDetail 
method of your TrackingService. 
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@Consumes and @Produces Annotations 

 HTTP uses headers to declare a message body’s MIME type, and 
to announce types that are acceptable going the other way. 

Content-type: text/xml 
Accept: image/gif;image/jpg 
 

 JAX-RS uses annotations to fix what it calls media types: 
@Consumes 
@Produces 
 

 @Consumes has not been necessary thus far, and won’t be 
until the next chapter, because it pertains only to the MIME 
type of the request body. 

 This is relevant only for entity parameters. 

 The body is processed for form parameters, but in a way that can 
be deduced by JAX-RS, without having explicitly to indicate the 
MIME type of “application /x-www-form-urlencoded”. 

 @Produces can inform JAX-RS of the appropriate MIME type 
for the response. 

 Often JAX-RS can figure this out on its own: a String is 
“text/plain” by default, and there are default MIME types for other 
Java types as well. 

 A sub-resource method will not be invoked if the actual request 
body type or the acceptable response types don’t match the 
declared or default input and output types of that method. 

 Response content type is determined by annotation or default; 
see section 3.8 of the specification for the exact heuristic. 
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The MediaType Class 

 JAX-RS uses the class javax.ws.rs.core.MediaType to 
represent MIME types. 

 Various pieces of the API use instances of MediaType to express 
willingness to produce or consume a given type. 

 There are static final values on the class for this purpose. 

 The @Produces and @Consumes annotations have the string 
representations of MIME types as their values. 

 There are constants for this as well, making the resulting strings 
compiler-checkable. 

 Here’s a partial list of the values defined: 
MediaType.TEXT_XML 
MediaType.TEXT_XML_TYPE 
 
MediaType.APPLICATION_FORM_URLENCODED 
MediaType.APPLICATION_FORM_URLENCODED_TYPE 
 
MediaType.APPLICATION_OCTET_STREAM 
MediaType.APPLICATION_OCTET_STREAM_TYPE 
 
MediaType.APPLICATION_JSON 
MediaType.APPLICATION_JSON_TYPE 
 

 The _TYPE values are instances of MediaType; the others are 
strings. 
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Binary Content 

 We’ve worked entirely with text thus far, but JAX-RS supports 
binary types as well. 

 A sub-resource method may return any of the following types – 
these then have entity providers pre-registered for them: 

byte[] 
java.io.InputStream 
java.io.Reader 
java.io.File 
javax.ws.rs.ext.StreamingOutput 
javax.activation.DataSource (from JAF) 
 

 To be clear, none of these types must represent binary data; 
that is they can all be used for text content as well. 

 But these are the types that will be used for binary content. 

 We can be specific about the form of this content using the 
@Produces annotation. 

 It’s legal to leave this out, and JAX-RS will usually pull through. 

 But it’s good practice to include it, not so much to alter the 
response production but to narrow the availability of the method. 
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Returning an Image 

 We’ll now work through a demonstration by refactoring an 
application that returns binary content from a sub-resource 
method. 

 The XRay application accepts an image ID and returns the 
corresponding image from its “database” of bundled files. 

 Do your work in Demos/Binary. 

 The completed demo is in Examples/XRay/Step3. 

1. Open Service/src/cc/med/ImageDB.java, and see the single 
method: 

 It announces its production type: 
  @GET 
  @Path("/{ID}") 
  @Produces("image/jpeg") 
  public byte[] fetchImage  
  ( 
    @Context ServletContext servletContext, 
    @PathParam("ID") int imageID 
  ) 
 

 It finds the requested image – note the technique, which we will 
study in a later chapter, of using an injected servlet context: 

  { 
    try 
    { 
      ByteArrayOutputStream out =  
        new ByteArrayOutputStream (); 
      InputStream in =  
        servletContext.getResourceAsStream  
          ("/Images/Image" + imageID + ".jpg"); 

DEMO
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Returning an Image 

 It reads the file into memory ... 
      int c = -1; 
      while ((c = in.read ()) != -1) 
        out.write ((byte) c); 
      in.close (); 
 
      byte[] result = out.toByteArray (); 
      out.close (); 
 

 ... and returns the resulting byte array: 
      return result; 
    } 
    catch (IOException ex) { ... } 
  } 
 
2. A prepared client application uses Java Swing to read the response 

content as an image. See Client/src/cc/med/ImageViewer.java: 
protected class Fetcher 
  implements ActionListener 
{ 
  public void actionPerformed (ActionEvent ev) 
  { 
    try 
    { 
      String imageAddress = address + "/Image/" +  
        Integer.parseInt (txImageNumber.getText()); 
      lblImage.setIcon  
        (new ImageIcon (new URL (imageAddress))); 
    } 
    catch (Exception ex) { ... } 
  } 
} 

DEMO
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Returning an Image 

3. Build the service from the Service directory. 

4. If working in Eclipse, you will need to edit the bottom of the client 
source file, as it hard-codes a default service URL. Just remove the 
current string and un-comment the alternative one, which is correct 
for the Eclipse-published service application: 

  private String address = ".../XRay"; 
    "http://localhost:8080/Demos_Binary_Service"; 
 
5. Build the client from the Client directory, and test with: 
run 
 

 Enter an image ID (1 or 2) and hit Enter or click the button: 

 

DEMO
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Returning an Image 

6. Now, let’s see if we can simplify the code for the service method, and 
perhaps make it more efficient as well. 

 To wit: is it really necessary to load all the content into memory on 
the service side, only to pipe it right out on a socket? 

7. Rip out the implementation of fetchImage – we’re going to lose 
everything – even the try/catch system, except the call to 
servletContext.getResourceAsStream. Then ... just return that 
result directly, so that it can be piped out to the response stream: 

    return servletContext.getResourceAsStream  
      ("/Images/Image" + imageID + ".jpg"); 
 
8. Change the return type of the method to InputStream. 

9. Build and test again with the client application. You’ll see the same 
results. This is much simpler code and also defers the reading of the 
stream until JAX-RS is ready to write the response; this would give us 
much better throughput. 

 This is the intermediate answer in Examples/XRay/Step2. 

 Note that you can also test the service from a browser, at a URL 
ending in /Image/N. 

DEMO
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Returning an Image 

10. Another approach might be to redirect the client to the image file. 

 This doesn’t offer as much in the way of performance 
improvement over our resource-piping strategy. 

 But it might be called for as part of some more general business 
requirements. 

11. Try this: replace the implementation of fetchImage completely, as 
follows: 

try 
{ 
  return Response.temporaryRedirect  
    (new URI ("../Images/Image" + imageID + ".jpg")) 
      .build (); 
} 
catch (Exception ex) { return null; } 
 
12. Change the method’s return type to javax.ws.rs.core.Response. 

13. Build and test again, using the client application or a browser. You’ll 
see no difference in the Java application. In the browser, you’ll see the 
redirect URL in the location bar, as in: 

http://localhost:8080/XRay/Images/Image1.jpg 
 

 This is the final demo answer in Examples/XRay/Step3. 

DEMO
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Returning an Image 

 One last test may be interesting: try testing with HTTPPad: 
GET /XRay/Image/2 HTTP/1.1 
HTTP/1.1 307 Temporary Redirect 
Content-Type: image/jpeg 
 
(No message body.) 
 

 This is the first of two responses, of course, the second being the 
binary content at the redirect URL. 

 Now try including an Accept header: 
GET /XRay/Image/2 HTTP/1.1 
Accept: text/plain 
 

 

DEMO
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Inputs and Outputs for Order Tracking 

Suggested time: 30 minutes 

In this lab you will add features to your Tracking service: a query 
method that returns a list of order IDs based on order status, and a 
batch method that returns status for a list of ID values. 

Detailed instructions are found at the end of the chapter. 

LAB 3
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SUMMARY 

 JAX-RS has developed a nice, natural model for mapping 
HTTP inputs of various stripes to Java method parameters. 

 HTTP inputs here can include query and matrix parameters, form 
input, HTTP headers and cookies, and path patterns. 

 We have yet to see it, but request body content is in this category as 
well. 

 Return types are a little more limited, but still it’s pretty easy 
to produce what you need to produce. 

 It’s important to understand that MIME types – inbound as 
well as outbound – do factor into the matching heuristics 
that determine which method on which class is invoked ... or 
not invoked. 

 A service can provide binary content from memory, or from 
a stream that perhaps connects to persistent media. 

 It can also redirect the requestor to a new URL. 
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Inputs and Outputs for Order Tracking 

In this lab you will add features to your Tracking service: a query method that returns a 
list of order IDs based on order status, and a batch method that returns status for a list of 
ID values. 

Lab workspace: Labs/Lab3 

Backup of starter code: Examples/Tracking/Step4 

Answer folder(s): Examples/Tracking/Step5 

Files: src/org/biz/TrackingService.java 

Instructions: 

1. Open TrackingService.java, and add a method getOrdersByStatus that takes a 
Status value as a parameter, and returns a String. 

2. Annotate the method to respond to an HTTP GET at “/OrdersByStatus”. 

3. Annotate the parameter to read an HTTP query parameter status. 

4. Implement the method to read all the orders on DB, and to produce the IDs of orders 
whose status values match the requested status, in a comma-separated list. 

5. Build and test at this point, using HTTPPad to send the following request: 
GET /Tracking/REST/OrdersByStatus?status=HOLD HTTP/1.1 
 

You should see the following response: 
3 
 
6. Add logic to your method to treat the request status of UNKNOWN as matching all 

orders. 

7. Annotate the status parameter to have a default value of “UNKNOWN”. 

8. Test again, with the following request: 
GET /Tracking/REST/OrdersByStatus HTTP/1.1 
 

You should see all values matching: 
1,2,3 

LAB 3
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Inputs and Outputs for Order Tracking LAB 3 

9. Now add a second method checkStatus that takes a List<Long> as its parameter. 
Have it return a String. 

10. Annotate the method to respond to an HTTP GET at “/CheckBatch”. 

11. Annotate the parameter to read a query parameter ID. 

12. Implement the method to build up a response string by calling the original 
checkStatus method for each ID value in the list, and returning the comma-
separated list of status values. 

13. Build and test with the following request: 
GET /Tracking/REST/CheckBatch?ID=1&ID=3 HTTP/1.1 
 

You should see the status values for orders 1 and 3: 
PACKED,HOLD 


